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This paper is presented as the first in a three part series dealing 
with the concep't of privacy, information systems, and criminal 
justice. If reviews the general issues of privacy .j;n,esentea by the 
use of automated systems and examines the principal works spawned 
by the Itcomputer-privacy" dEemna. Proposed safeguards and estab
lished regulations which have evolved on these issues 'is also 

examined. 

The present paper serves as a background and introduction into the 
general areas of privacy, security, and confidentiality. The impact 
of these issues in the area of criminal justice is the subject of a 
separate analysis and will follow as the remaining parts of this 

series. 
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Introduction 

In all societies men .•. have lived in the interstices 
of their institutions. They have counted on the 
mercy of error, ignorance and forgetfulness in their 
dealings with their fellows and the state. They have 
often been wrong in so doing - morally and/or factual
ly. But in a world of computers this mercy may not 
long exist. All our failings and achievements, our 
credit-worth and our petty delinquencies, our obedi
en c e and 0 u r' de f ian ce, can 1 i ve i nth e con s tan t pre-
sent of the machine [lJ. 

Record~keeping is one of man's oldest preoccupations dat'ng back 

to the hieroglyphics of cave man. ~~ith each technological innova

tion: from the ancient hieroglyphics, the clay tablet, the printing 

press, the typewriter, the teletype, the photocopier, to the modern 

computer (this list is intended to be illustrative and is by no 

means complete), society has become increasingly more reliant on 
, 

record-keeping. Thus, at a Senate committee hearing in 1974 Profes-

sor Arthur Miller attests to the ever increa~ing trend of record

keeping which pervades American society: 

Americans today are scutinized, meas~red, watched, 
counted, and interrogated by more government agencies, 
law enforcement officials, social scientists and poll
takers than at any other time in our history.' Probably 
in no Nation on earth is as much individualized infor
mation collected, recorded and disseminated as in the 
United States [2J. 

Today many experts believe that we are on the threshold of a 50-

called "information processing revolution" [3;4J This revolution 

has been primarily attributed to two interrelated factors: (1) 

Modern computers permit the organizations to gathe~, store, and 

rapidly access enormous amounts of information. (2) Nationwide 
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information systems, ~mploying the telephone and other telecommu-

nications, greatly increase the number of individuals and agen

cies who have access to this data. Yet the present "information 

processing revolu~ion" while greatl,y facilitated by the present 

computer telecommunications technology is none the less the result 

of significant re-enforcing trends which have been at work in .. 
American society for considerably longer periods of time than the .. 
enabling technology. First, there has been a generalized increase 

in data collecting and recording as our industrialized society 

grows more complex, as the public sector expands, as public and 

private bureaucratic organizations multiply, and as science becomes 

more empirically oriented. Second, the mobility of individuals 

and the anonymity of modern life has led to huge private and pub-

lic investigative systems whose primary fuhctions are to gather 

data on millions of Americans in order that decision-makers may 

makA llinformed ll decisions on \'Jho to hire or fire, to lend money 

or extend credit, to insure or to give a passport or visa. A 

third trend has been the development and expansion of specific 

government programs where each requi·re more personal data on eli

gible individuals) i.e., social security, welfare, scholastic 

financial aid programs, etc. The fourth and last trend which has 

contributed to the l1information processing l~evolution" is that as 

our ability to collect and analyze data becomes more efficient, 

one finds more uses for such information and inevitably seeks to 

, 
" 
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gather more diverse data on ones' clients, employees, or members. 

Thus, our predilection towards data collection and analysis be

gets more data and uses for such data ad infinitum. 

In view of thes~ four basic trends, it is not surprising that 

America is considered to be the IIgreatest data gathering society 

in human history [3J.11 Moreover, these t)~ends hav,e. been' d\'Bmati

cally facilitated in the last tW5 and one-half decades by enabl

ing technology. As Westin and Baker explain: 

The past 25 years have witnessed the development of 
steadily more powerful and versatile computer and 
communication systems, with larger storage capabili
ties, faster access to stored data, and devices which 
make data input and output cheaper and available in 
more varied formats. There has also been dramatic 
reductions in the cost of perfoY'nl"ing corllp.utations [~J. 

In general, this revolution offers immense benefits to society 

for more efficient and ,equitable resource allocation and social 

control and assists, in particular, varioui public and private 

agencies and agents to make more fact-related, logical, and 

knowledgeable decisions than ever before possible. 

The Problem 

In recent years there has been a growing public awareness and 

apprehension over various data gathering- activities and applica

tions in respect to their adverse affects on the data subjects· 

privacy. This concern has focused on the govern~ent51 and pri

vate organizations' insatiable app~tite for the collection Qf 

, 

'I ",I 
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personal data and its· dissemination and the computer-communication 

technology which facilitates these transactions. Since their in

ception, data gathering activities and applications of the public 

and private secto!s have proceeded relatively unhampered by formal 

safeguards or regu·lat;ons ·to protect informational privacy. In . 
the mid-1960's publit opinion was gradually aroused by t~e rapid 

growth of thes e records sys tems and thei r i mpl i ca ti ons· on pri vacy, 

security, and confidentiality of personal information. 

Until recently the privacy of the individual data subject was 

relatively easy to protect or at least not unduly threatened for 

a number of reasons: large amounts of information about individuals 

were not generally available; the information was generally decen

tralized; available information was relatively superficial; access .. 
to information was difficult to secure; individuals in our mobile 

society were difficult to keep track of; a~d most people were not. 

able to interpret much from the data available [6J. However, our 

present computer-communication technology no longer offers these 

superficial yet comforting privacy protections. Instead it permits: 

infinitely more information to be available; it is available exceed

ingly more quickly; it is transmitted with vastly greater speed; 

and ft is able to be stored fot substantially longer periods of 

time. Thus, computerization permits users to greatly expand their 

data processing capacity. Moreover, it greatly facilitates data 
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access within an orgariization and permits sharing of data across 

organizational lines. With the present information processing 

technology it is now possible to set up powerful nationwide data 

banks which could. momentatily amass thick personal dossiers from 

data contributed by various organizations on vast numbers of data 
• 

subjects. (Fot a det~iled description on how this can be done see 

reference [7]). 

The Response, 

The computer-privacy issue spawned in the mid-1960s has gen-

erated a large number of public and private studies, a plethora 

of legalistic, technical, and popular literature, and a growing 

number of guidelines and regulations +0 deal with the issues of' 

privacy, security, and confidentiality of.petsonal information 

raised by automated record-keeping systems. Both the public 

and private sectors have attempted to deal with these issues by 

defining anew the central concepts, by in depth studies of such 

systems, and by recommending v~rious guidelin~s and safeguards 

to protect the individual data subject. In addition, Congress 

has taken an active role in sponsoring many bills to safeguard 

indiv'ldual privacy in record-keeping systems, hO\'lever, only a, 

small number have actually been enacted into 1aw. The purpose 

of this paper is threefold: (1) to examine the reformulated 

concepts of privacy, security, and confidentiality; (2) to re-

;; 
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view the most noteworthy and representative contributions from 

the private sector; and (3) to discuss contributions of the 

public sector. Privacy issues related to criminal justice 
I '! systems are excluded from this reviel·'" and are the subject of 
I 

i 
J 

1 

I 
:1 
d 
] 

another paper. 

I 

A. Definition of the Issues 

The vast increase in record-kQeping systems generat"ed by the 

increasing sophistication of computer technology has led to an 

intensive reassessment of the ~oncepts of privacy, security, 

and confidentiality. Neither the common meaning of these terms 

or past legal definitions' sufficiently embrace modern society's 

computer practices in the handling of personal information. 

First in terms of privacy or the right of privacj, it is general-

1 y a 9 r e edt hat the d i c t; a nary I s de fin i t ion s 0 fils e ere cy" or 

"seclusion" a~e not app'ropriate to most, record-keeping systems. 

This is due to the fact that much of the data in the information 

systems are public facts and a~ailable for anyone to see or use. 

For example, much census data) police and court data, tax records 

are of this type and a matter of public record, i.e., a record 

required to be kept by law. 

No comprehensive or consistent legal definition can be found 

in common law or in the Constitution of the United states. 

Prosser, in attempting to define the concept of privacy in com-

1 
l 
1 
~ 
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mon law found that three elements were necessary for the viola

tion of the right of privacy: disclosure to more than a few per

sons; the facts disclose~ were not public facts, and the facts 

disclosed had to be offensive [8J. These common law principles 

have generally be~n ap~lied to situations involving reputational 

or financial harm of one private indJvidual by another. Thus, 

such a definition encompasses no consistent nor cOQceptual1y 

unified approach to balancing th~ interests of society or public 

and private organizations against the interests of the indivi

dual. Nor dqes it address the basic issues of personal privacy 

.in relation to automated record-keeping systems. 

The elusive right of privacy has not been articulated by the 

Constitution of th~ United States. The Supreme Ceurt, howey~r, 

has recognized various aspects of the right to privacy on Con

stitutional grounds; ba~ing its decisions at different times 
. . 

on the various Amendments incorporated in the Bill of Rights, 

namely, on the First, Fourth, Fifth, Eighth, Nineth, and Four

teenth Amendments. In a recent and much cited case involving 

p r' i v a c y, G r i s \~ &1 d v s. Con n e c tic u t (3 8 1 U. S. 47 9 ), the C 0 u l~ t 

described the right of privacy as· emanating from the penumbra 

guarantees found in the Bill of Rights. These guarantees 

the First Amendment's right of association; the Third's a pro

hibition against quartering soldiers in one's home, the Fourth's, 

the right to be protected from unreasonable search and seizure; 

1'-
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I the Fifth's, protectfon against self-incrimination; and the 

Nineth1s, guarantee that the rights enumerated shall not be con

strued to deny or disparage others retained by the people -

create "zones of pri vacy". In thi s case the Cour't hel d that 

the "zones of privacy" included marriage; it also clearly 
, 

I specified that ther~ were other such zones which were ye~ to be 

de fin e d . The \" e for e, a 1 tho ugh the Co u r t has t' e cog n i zed- the 

right of privacy, one finds no clear articulation of this right 

in the Constitution nor case law. More specifically, the Courts 

have never dealt squarely with the issue of privacy and auto-

mated records. 

In the absence of a consistent and comprehensive definition 

of personal privacy or the right of privac:y, various individuals 

and groups have attempted to define this concept in relation to 

automated record-keeping syst,ems.. Some· of. the more noteworthy 

attempts are as follows: 

The right of pri'V~cy is the right of the individual to 
decide for himself how much he will share with others, 
his thoughts, his feelings, and the facts of his per
sonal life [9]. 

The right of individual privacy ... (is) the right of 
the individual to decide for himself, with only extra-

'ordinary exceptions in the interest's .·of society, when 
and on what terms his acts should be revealed to the 
general public [3J. 

i' 
\' 
I , 
i 
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As a first approximation, privacy seems to be unrelated 
to secrecy, to limiting th~ knowledge of others about 
oneself. This notion must be refined. It is not true, 
for instance, that the less that is known about us the 
more privacy we have. Privacy is not simply an absence 
of information about us in the minds of others; rather 
it is the control we have over information about our
sel ves [10J ,-

Privacy is o~ should be the inherent and legal right 
of individuals,. groups or institutions to determine fo)~ 
themselves when, how and what information about them is 
communicated to others (Robert P. Henderson, Vice 
President of Honeywell Corporation, addressing a ton
gressional hearing[llJ). 

Privacy has to do with collecting the information in 
the first place; with the individual's right to con
trol information about himself [12J. 

All these definitions suggest that the core of the right of 

privacy is that disclosure of personal information is up to the 

individual data subject, and it is the individua~ls perogative 

to decide the extent and manner of disclos-ure. It is also in-

ferred. that there may be mandatory disclosure of personal infor

mation under ~xtraordinary uhspecified ~ireumstances which may 

be understood to mean, if authorized by a constitutional Qr legis

lative mandate. However, if disclosure is mandated, the personal 

data subject still retains control over how this information is 

disseminated. 

The above definitions consider the datB subject as having more 

or less exclusive control over disclosure and dissemination of 

personal data. None of these seem to address the fact that there 
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may be legitimate re~ord-keeping functions in which personal 

information must be gathered and disseminated for the good of 

society at large and the individual data subject. For example, 

the IRS requires personal data on income, wealth, and personal 

expenditures from·individuals in order that they may be assessed 

their equitable part in supporting various government services. 

School systems, welfare departments, credit bureau~, banks, and 

criminal justice agencies all maintain necessary personal record

keeping systems which benefit the general good and/or the indivi

dual data subject. The every-day impact of these systems is 

known to all citizens, and, indeed, it is questionable whether 

modern society as we know it could continue to function without 

their existence. This is not, of course, to condone the e~jst-

ence of all such systems~ nor the fact th~t some practices are 

harmful and lead to abuses of privacy. 

Hence, the above formulations on privacy need to be reformulat-

ed to reflect the idea that both the individual data subject and/ 

or society, on the one hand, and the record-keeping organization, 

on the other, have a mutual interest in maintaining personal re-

cords. The concept of mutuality suggests, as one approach, a 

IIpropel' balance" to the l~ight of privacy in respect to personal 

l'ecord-keeping systems. The Secretary's Advisory Committee on 

Automated Personal Data Systems has pointed out: 

I· 
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It would be inconsistent with this essential characteris
tic of mutuality to assign the individual record subject 
a unilateral role in making decisions about the nature 
and use of his record. To the extent that people want or 
need to have dealings with the record-keeping organiza
tions, they must expect to share rather than monopolize 
control over the content and use of the records made about 
them [13J., . 

. , 

The concept of mutuality recognizes that it is not in the in-

terest of society or the individual to permit the record-keeping 
. 

o r 9 ani z a t ion to h a vee x c 1 u s i v e ~f) n t l~ 0 1 0 ve r dec i s ion s abo u t con-

I tent and use of personal records. Yet the Secretary's Advisory 

Committee also affirms that to be the case: 

It is our observation that organizations maintaining 
records about peopl~ commonly behave as if they had 
been given such a unilateral role to play. This is 
not to suggest that decisions are always made to the 
disadvantage of the record subject; the contrary is 
often the case [13J. 

The pendulum in the past has swung towards the organization. 

The present spcial cli~ate svggests th~t a more equitable 

balance may be struck between the individual or society and the 

record-keeping prganization. Whatever the outcome~ it is clear 

that the traditional notions of privacy require considerable re

shaping to keep pace with modern day practices. 

In examining the privacy-automated personal records issue, it 

has also been necessary to define security and confidentiality. 

Privacy, security, and confidentiality have often been used 

interchangeably and, thus, incorrectly. Security has been defin

ed as,: 

" ,"')j\ ... omI_l .... ;;I:'=_;r.~~' 

i 
I 
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Security means insuring th~t information will not be 
destroyed, modified or disseminated improperly [12J • 

••. A descriptive term that connotes the degree to and 
means by which information and the machines and facil
ities for processing, storing and transmitting it are 
protecterl from lQss and unauthorized access or modifi
cat ion [ 1 4.J ~ 

Confidentiality has been denoted as: 

Confidentiality has to do with ... the explicit.or impli
cit agreement between the individual providin~ the in
formation and the organizai.:..ion gathering it - tha"t that 
information will be used specifically for the purposes 
for which it was collected. It has also come to mean 
restricting information from people who do not have a 
right and need to know it [12J . 

... A loose concept which minimally connotes some commit
ment to withhold from unauthorized users information 
obtained from or abciut an individual or institution [14J. 

Privacy, security, and confidentiality are all key concepts in 

automated personal data systems; all must be dealt with as 
.. 

s epa rat e and dis t i ;1 c tel erne n t sin pro t e c tin gin for In a t ion alp r i -

vacy. Having. defined these .key terms i.n relation to automated 

personal data systems, it also seems worthwhile to define what 

is meant by an automated personal data system. An· automated 

pel'sonal data system is: 

. 
A collection of records containing pel'sonal data that 
can be associated with identifiable individuals, and 
that are stored, in whole Ol' in part, in computer-

. accessible files [13J. 
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The Secretary's Advisory Committee has distinguished two funda

mental types of automated perso~al data systems: administrative 

systems and statistical-reporting or research systems [13J. The 

difference between the two is of a functional nature. An admin-

istrative persopal data system maintains records on persons in 

order to make dir~ct deci~ions abo~t these individuals - to make 

judgments concerning their character, qualificatioQs, ri§hts, , . 
benefits, etc. Administrative p".crsonal data records may be sub-

divided into two categories: (1) Administrative recards which in

cludes public facts whose collection is mandated by law and facts 

which are obtained in the process of a transaction - obtaining 

a marriage license, credi-t, passport, -etc. The"personal data con

tained in these records is usually self-l"'eported or obtained by, 

ope n ins p e c t ion 0 f the i n d i v i d u a 1 I S a f fa irs; (2)' I n tell; g e n' c e 

records which are rf many forms - security clearance files, law 

enforcement investigative re.ports, and ,personal cre"dit repol~ts. 

Intelligence records may contain administrative record data, but 

in most instances much of the data is gathered from informants 

and investigators without the data subject's knowledge or confir

mation. Thus, such IIfactsll are unconfirmed and untested. 

The other fundamental type of automated personal data system 

is the statistical-reporting or research system. This system 

maintains statistical records about persons for use in statis-

it' 57 ssm 
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tical reports or research, and these records are not intended 

to affect the data subject directly. A statistical record may 

be generated from administrative records or created expressly 

for s tat i s tic a 1 rep 0 r ti n g 0 r res ear c h pur p 0 s e s, i. e., a pop u 1 a

tion census or sample survey. In most cases, the personal 

identity of the subject is eventually severed from the record. 

The privacy and security issue~ of automated personal data 

systems are different depending on the type of system. Most 

public and private attention has been focused on administrative 

systems because of the characteristics of such records, contain

ing personal identifiers and whose purpose it is to directly 

affect the data subject. Statistical-reportirig and research 

systems have received considerably less attention in relation 

to privacy and sec~rity. This is due to the fact that statis

tical records, usual1y lack p,ersonal ide,ntifiers and have an 

innocuous affect on the individual data subject. However, pri-

vacy and security concerns arise when administra,tive records 

are utilized for research and statistical purposes or vice vers,a, 

and personal identification can be ~ade on the ~asis of these 

\'ecords. 

B. The Private Sector 

Many segments of the private sector have demo~strated support 

for enhancing the privacy, security, and confidentiality aspects 

> 
). , 
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of automated personal information systems. It is not within the 

scope of this paper to examine the multitude of works stimulated 

by these issues. Hence, only a very small number of the most 

important and representative works have been singled out for dis-

cussion. 

One of the most thorough and respected studies was done by the 

National Academy of Sciences and sponsored by a grant from the 

Russell Sage Foundation. The final l"eport, DataBanks in a Free 

Society which was co-authored by Westin and Baker, summarizes a 

three year in depth survey of 55 private and public computerized 

data banks and their effects on informational privacy. Some of 

the study!s more important findings include: 

1. (C)omputer usage has not created the revolutionary 
new pO\lJers of data sUI"veillance p'redicted by some ..• 

2. (C) 0 m p u t'e r i z a t ion i s de fin i tel y b r i n gin g. so m e 
important increases ,i,n the effi,ciercy of organizational 
record-keeping. The most important of these hre: the 
production of more complete and up-to-dAte records; 
faster responses to inquiries; more extensive use of 
'information already in'the files; more extensive net
works for interor[anitational exchange of data; and the 
creation of some large data bases that would not have 
been feasible without computers. 

3. (O)rganizational policies which affect individual 
rights are still generally following the precomputer 
patterns in each field ~f record-keeping [5J. 

The report demonstrates that organizational efficiency has 

been greatly enhanced by conversion from manual ;0 automated 

EM mE 
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personal data systems. However, in view of the d)~amatic in

crease of informational sharing within organizations, the expand

ing data bases, and the increasing utilization of data without 

new policies to deal with these new developments, the dangers to 

personal privacY'are i'ncreasingly apparent. Thus, Westin and 

Baker recommend legal restraints to insure personal privacy is 

protected. They also recommend the establishment of a "Citize.n's 

Guide to the Fi1es,1I the develof\!'1ent of effective technical safe

guards, the imposition of new limits on all personal information, 

and the establishment of new restrictions on the use of social 

. security numbers. 

The computer industry has also taken initiative upon itself to 

sponsor a large number of studies and reports on. privacy a~d 

security. Most of these works have focu~ed on the security prob

lems involved in automated personal data systems. 5n 1972 Inter

national Business Machine Co~poration (IBM? announced support of 

an initial series of studies on the problems of data security in 

automated processing. The outcome of these studies in which 

specific aspects of data security w~re examined at four study 

sites - the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, the State of 

Illinois, TRW Systems, Inc., and the IBM Federal Systems Center -

is a six-volume report. This report represents a comprehensive 

examination of the technical aspects of the problems of data 
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security in an automated data processing system. The Rand Corpo

ration has also taken an active role in behalf of computer security 

[16;17]. 

Many books, both popular and scholarly, have been written by 

concerned ci ti zens on the. ti ghts of. pri vacy in the technol ogi

cal age. Some of the more popular exposes which have roused 
. , 

public opinion by examining the drift towatd depersonal~zation 
'. 

and the increasing erosion of personal privacy and fteedom are: 

The Organization Man [18]; The Naked Society [19]; and The 

Ptivacy Invaders [20J. 

Two comprehensive and icholarly texts which are much quoted 

in relation to the "computer-privacy" issue are Alan F. 

Westin's Privacy and Freedom [3J and Arthur Miller's The As~au1t , . ' 
on Pdvacy [7J. \~cstin examines the impact and implications 

of surveillance technologies, for personal privacy. In addition, 

he reviews in detail from a legalistic perspective what is the 

right of privacy and makes recommendations on how it may be 

preserved. Miller, also, explores various aspects of infotma

tional technology in relation to individual privacy and eval

uates (as inadequate) the present responses of the legal system 

and government and private organization~ to the new methods of 

handling personal data. Both Miller's and Westin1s seminal 

works gtaphically illusttate the inherent danger~ of automated 

data systems for the individual's privacy. 

, 
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C. The Public Sector 

The public sector has also demonstrated concern with the pri

vacy issue and the growth of automated personal data systems. 

The Executive branch has sponsored a number of studies, commis

sions, and conf~r~nces. In 1973 th~ Secretary's Advisory Commit

tee on Personal Data Systems of the Department of Health, Educa

tion, and Helfare issued t.l widely acclaimed report'oh Records, 
• 

" Computers, and the Rights of Citizens [13]. The Advisory Commit-

tee examined the inherent dangers to personal privacy posed by 

computerized record-keeping and the use of the social security 

number as an all-purpose data bank identifier. The report has 

had widespread and significant impact on the need to protect 

personal privacy. The report recommended the en~ctment of a 

Federal "Code of Fair Information Practic,es" in which five prin

ciples are to be recognized as minimal safeguards for automated 

personal data'systems. Thes'e principle's are: 

1. There must be no personal data record-keeping system 
whose very existence is secret. 

2. The rem u s t b e a \'1 ay for ani n d i vi d u a 1 to fin d 0 u t 
what information about him is in a record and how it 
is used. 

3. The rem u s t be a v/ ay for ani n d i vi d u a 1 top rev e n t 
information about him that was nbtained for one pur
pose from being used or made available for other pur
poses without his consent. 

4. There must be a way for an individual' to correct 
a record of identifiable information about him. 
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5. An organization creating, maintaining, using, or 
disseminating records of identifiable personal dcita 
must assure the reliability of the data for their 
intended use and must take precautions to prevent 
misuse of data [13J. 

The report stresses that these are the minimum standards to 

be adopted; and violation of this code would represent lI un fair 

i nformati ona 1 practi cell s ubj ect to cri mi na 1 sancti ons and 
. .' 

civil remedies. The HEW group also recommends that ~xce~sive 

and widespread use of the Social Security Number should be 

halted until further study determines the effects of such use 

and more stringent safeguards for personal privacy have been 

found. 

In February of 1974, President Nixon established the Domestic 

Council Committee on the Right of Privacy under the Chairman

ship of Vice President Ford to study individual privacy and 

the collection of personal data. This Cabinet level Committee 

is still active today. The focus of the Committee has been on 

the Federal level, and it is responsible for recommending 

effective measures to protect individual privacy in this area. 

Some of the major privacy problem areas the Committee has 

identified and is studying are: Federal computer and communica

tion systems, computer system.and network security, notice of 

rights and individual access to Federal records, consumer 

transactions, cable television systems, Federal mailing lists, 

-.. 
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t 
f [ IRS taxpayers data, ~lectronic funds transfer, Federal employees! 

rights, and criminal justice information systems. The Domestic 

Council is also attempting to encourage and support state and 

local government initi~tive to develop safeguards for informa

tional privacy [21;22J. An effort .in this direction v-las the 

Committee's co-sponsorship with the Council of State Governments 

of a "Seminar on Privacy" in December 1974 in which key ~~epre-

sentatives of the states convened in Washington, D.C. to discuss 

these major issues. 

The National Bureau ~f Standards (NBS) has sponsored a number 

of workshops and confere~ces on privacy and security problems 

involved in automated personal record systems. NBS has focused 

primarily on the development of new tools and techniques that 

will provide security in computer systems. Two of their recent 

pub 1 i cat ion s\'! h i c h de a 1 wi t Ii t his are a _ arc II A P pro a c h est 0 P r i -

vacy and .Security in Computer Systems" and "Government Looks at 

Privacy and Security in Computer Systems" [23;24J.· 

Bipartisan Congressional efforts nn behalf of informational 

privacy have led to a large number of studies and hearings, a 

substantial collection of bills, and a handful of statutes. 

Beginning in the mid-1960's with the examination of a contro

versial proposal for a Nationul Data Bank, various House and 

Senate Subcommittees have conducted numerous studies and hear-

" 
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ings on informational technology, computers, and the privacy 

rights of individuals in order to identify and remedy problem 

areas. In view of time and space limitations, only a small 

number of these legislative endeavors have been singled out for 

discussion. 

In 1966, as the debate over the National Data Center gal-

van i zed Con g res s ion ale 0 nce)~ n 0 v~ r the imp act a 11 dim p 1 i cat i 0 II s 

of such a center, the Senate Judiciary Committee on Administra

tive Practices and Procedures undertook a survey of "Government 

Dos s i e t' slit 0 de t e r m; nell the am o,u nt, nat ~ r e, and use 0 fin f 0 l~ In a -

tion which government ag~ncies currently maintain on individuals 

[25]. The survey revealed that Federal files contained more 

than 3 billion records on individual citizens and almost on'e-

half of these file~ were computerized. The study concluded that 

a majority of government forms contain~d irrelevant information 

about individuals and that, in a large minority of cases, confi

dentiality and security provisions are non-existent or not mean

ingful [25]. In 1968, a report, IIPrivacy and the National Data 

Bank Concept,1I \'las issued by the House Committee on Government 

Operations which summed up Congressional response to the proposal 

[26]~ The Committee stated, on the basts of the testimony before 

it, that a National Data Center poses serious problems in respect 

to the collection, use, and security of personal' information. 

Thus, the Committee strongly urged that a National Data Center 
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not be established until the technical feasibility of safeguard

ing automated records was fully explored and privacy could be 

assured. This concept has not as yet been revived as a viable 

legislative proposal. 

The Senate Subc'ommittee' on Constttutional Rights under the 

Chair~anship of Sen~tor Ervin has taken a most active role on 

behalf of individual privacy. In 1971, the Subcommit'tee . .. 
initiated hearings and an extensive survey of 858 Federal data 

banks housed in the Executive branch in order to determine how 

these information systems affect the privacy and other consti

tutional rights of the individual data subject [llJ. The re-

sult ItJas a six volume report IIFederal Data Banks, Computers 

and the B ill 0 f Rig h t s II W h i c h rev e ale d II not 0 n -1 Y' a dis t u rbi, n g 

absence of laws to control the new infor~~tion capabilities 

of go~ernment, but an equally disturbing absence of knowledge 

of what data banks the government had,what they contained~ 

and w hat the y VI ere use d for [ 2 ? J . II The act u a 1 stu ,d y spa nne d 

four years and is considered to be a monumental accomplishment 

in regard to documenting the nature and scope of the data main

tained by Federal agencies. The outcome of the hearings and 

surv~y revealed a large number of unusu~l and suspect data 

bank and surveillance activities were being conducted by various 

Federal Executive agencies. For example: the rBport documented 
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such programs as HEW's blackl.ist of scientific personnel, the 

Secret Service's computer file on individuals who had expressed 

anti-government or anti-American sentiment, and the FBI's and 

Army's automated civil .disturbance and intelligence files on 

citizens and organizations who have.voiced similar sentiments. 

In 1974, this Committee and its complement in the House c~n-. 

ducted hearings on criminal just~ce data banks [28;29J. These 

hearings were. inspired in large part by the potential for 

accessing criminal justice information through an extensive 

and already established computer network of the FBI's National 

Crime Information Center '(NCIC). These hearings \,Iill be dealt 

with more fully in another paper dealing with criminal justice 

information systems. 

Some other hearings in the past few years which have dealt 

with informational privacy are: hearings o~ insurance indus

tries before the Judiciary Antitrust Subcommittee; hearings 

on privacy abuses by the credit reporting and banking indus

tries before the Senate Banking, Housing and Urban Affairs 

Corn mit tee; a nd h e a \' i n g s b e for e the S e 1 e c t Com mit tee 0 n 1·1 ate r

gate which delineated widespread improper and/or illegal col-

lection of personal information and the improper access and 

disclosure of personal files by Federal government agencies 

and agents. 

" 
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These numerous Congressional .hearings and studies have resulted 

in a large number of bills; however, only a few of these have 

actually come to fruition and been enacted into law. The 93rd 

Congt~ess has been known as the "Pri vacy Congress" because of its 

sponsorship of over 200 bills dealtng with privacy. Some of 

the areas addressed'by these bills have been army surveillance, 

government record-keeping, criminal justice informatibn, ce~sus 

data, financial records, mailing lists, social security numbers, 

and a privacy bill of rights for individuals. Despite legisla

tive efforts only a handful of statutes offer any protection of 

privacy for individuals .. 

One of the first legislative statutes to deal directly with 

informational privacy was the Fair Credit Reporting Act of 

1970. This Act regulates the vast consumer-reporting industry 

and the primary objective of the Act, as s~ated therein, is: 

to insure that consumer reporting agencies exercise 
their grave responsibilities with fairness', impar
tiality, .and a respect for the consumer's right to 
privacy (15 U.S.C. l68l-1684t). 

Most notably, the Act gives the consumer access to his credit 

records and allows for procedures to correct inaccurate and 

absolute information in his records. 

In 1970, Congress also passed the Freedom of I.nformation Act 

which has recently been amended (November, 1974). Ihe Act re-

- ----- .~----"-
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quires public disclosure of information held by Federal agen

cies upon request; however, several categories of Federal re

cords are exempted from mandatory disclosure, including much 

of the personal, information contained in personnel files which 

con s tit ute a It c 1 e 'a r 1 y u n wa r \~ ant e d l' n If a s ion 0 f per son alp r i va c y 

(5 U.,S.C. 552)." The statute gives the particular agency discretion 
, . ' 

ticn as to what constitutes an invasion of privacy regard~ng ... 

such exemptions. Thus, the individual data subject has no con

trol over \>Jhether or not hi s ." her information; s to be 

released, nor is the said illividual provided with any recourse 

with respect to disclosure or non-disclosure of exempted per-

sonal information. The recent Amendments, in essence, place 

more of the burden on the Federal agencies to release informa-

t ion con t a i ned i n til e i r f i1 e s \~ a the r t h a Ii' 0 nth e pub 1 i c to see k 

out this information. Procedures are laid down to 'provide civ;'! 

remedy and criminal sanctions for violations of the Act by 

government employees. In addi~ion, Federal agencies are now 

required to periodically publish an index of the information in 

their files. Thus, the Act's intent is to facilitate public 

access to information within the Federal agencies rather than 

an a~tempt to balance the conflicting i0terest of the public's 

right to know \'i;tl1 the individual's right to privacy. It is 

conceivable that this Act may actually be used to abuse rather 

than enhance the individual's right of privacy. 

~~ _______ ........JI~-.--=--=,.=-="----c.:::=- .~,--."" ....... -.'" .. ----.. -.---.. ,--.• ~-. -~--~--.-,-,-.. -.... - .. ' 
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The most significant and recent legislative action dealing 

with the individual's right of privacy in record-keeping 

systems is the Privacy Act of 1974 signed into law on January 3, 

1975 by President' Ford. The law represented a compromise 

between the tougher, more extensive Senate bill (S.34l8) and the , 

H 0 use 'b i 11 ( H . R. 1 6373) . With few exceptions, this general , 

privacy statute applies to non-c~iminal justice informatio~ con

tained in Federal depositories. The new law restricts the kind 

of data the Federal agencies may disclose to outsiders and pro

vides the individual access to assure that the information 

retained is accurate. It also requires that agencies publish 

reports periodically on types of files it maintains. This law 

bas i call yin cor par ate s the Fed era 1 11 Fa i r In form at ion P \~ act ice 

Cade" ,developed by the Secretary's Advisory Committee on 

Automated Personal Data Systems of HE\~ ·and. establishes a Privacy. 

Protection Commission to study the implications of this Act. 

Thus, while only a few Federal statutes are now on the books 

to regulate automated data systems and safeguard individual 

privacy) the new 94th Congress has already demonstrated its 

interest in this area and is likely to extend these safeguards 

further to include other areas. A comprehensive privacy bill) 

appropriately entitled H.R.1984, has been recently introduced 

in the House by Representatives Koch and Goldwater to extend 

.. 
I 
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to the private sector and state and local governments the 

privacy safeguards now guaranteed to personal information in 

Federal repositories. In addition, both the House and Senate 

have reintroduced bills which cover the collection and dissemi-

nat-ion of crimi'nal justice in Ol"del" to insure security, privacy, 

and confidentiality of such information. , 

Conclusion 
In summary, automated personal l"ecord-keeping systems offer 

great benefits to society in term~ of efficiency and economy. 

However, these systems also pose serious potential threats to 

the individual data subjects in terms of invasion of personal 

privacy. Concern has been voiced by both the private and 

public sector, and SlO\,11y formal guidelines and safeguards ·are 

being evolved to deal with the problems cif privacy, confiden

tiality, and security involved in these technologica~~y advanced 

informational pl"ocessing systems. However, there are many'areas 

which are not covered by any f~rmal consistent or comprehensive 

mandates to insure personal privacy. One of these as yet neglect

ed areas is that of criminal justice information in which the 

data subject v1ho comes in contact \~;th any part of the criminal 

just~ce system is, except in a few spot~y instances, offered no 

guarantees for privacy nor any recourse for action if his privacy 

is indeed abused. This subject will be discussed in great detail 

in another paper which follows in the series of papers developed 

on the issue of privacy. 
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